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I

t could be argued that the South Bronx John Ahearn
BY DUANE
bronzes fit right into the neighborhood PHOTOGRAPH
MICHALS
—that whatever a couple of people said
about bad role models and negative
images and political incorrectness, there was
something seemly and humane, and even, in a
rueful, complicated way, “correct,” about
casting Raymond and his pit bull, Daleesha
and her roller skates, and Corey and his boom box and basketball in the metal
of Ghiberti, Donatello, and Rodin and putting them up on pedestals, like
patron saints of Jerome Avenue. John Ahearn, who made the statues, says that
he thought of them more as guardians than as saints, because their job was
ambiguous, standing, as they did for a couple of days last year, between the
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drab new station house of the city’s 44th Police Precinct and what is arguably
one of its poorest, saddest, shabbiest, most drug-infested, AIDS-infected,
violent neighborhoods. John himself is ambiguous about “ambiguous.” He says
that when the city asked him to “decorate” the precinct he thought of the
Paseo de la Reforma, in Mexico City, with its bronze heroes—a mile of heroes.
He thought that maybe it would be interesting—or at least accurate to life on
a calamitous South Bronx street, a street of survivors—to commemorate a few
of the people he knew who were having trouble surviving the street, even if
they were trouble themselves. He wanted the police to acknowledge them, and
he wanted the neighbors, seeing them cast in bronze and up on pedestals, to
stop and think about who they were and about what he calls their “South
Bronx attitude.”
Raymond, Corey, and Daleesha may not have been the best of the
neighborhood. Raymond Garcia, at thirty-three, is in and out of jail. Corey
Mann, at twenty-four, is in and out of jobs. Daleesha, at fourteen, is a street
child, in and out of junior high school. But they are a homegrown part of the
neighborhood, and John, who lives in the neighborhood, too, and likes it, likes
them—in an edgy, apprehensive way. They exasperate John, and occasionally
they alarm him, the way they do the other people on the block, and, indeed,
the people in their own families, but they belong to the reality of the shattered
social contract we call the inner city, and John wanted them to stand in
something of the same relation to the precinct policemen that they do to him
and the neighbors. They may be trouble, but they are human, and they are
there.
John is neither an innocent nor a fool. He is one of the best artists of his
generation. He has a reputation. Right now, there is a show of his work at the
Baltimore Museum of Art, and people have seen the painted casts he makes, in
the South Bronx, at the Whitney and the Tate and the Art Institute of
Chicago and a dozen other important museums. Those casts, at the Brooke
Alexander gallery, on Wooster Street, in SoHo, cost anywhere from twelve to
forty thousand dollars. Some of John’s neighbors call him “saintly,” since they
do not easily understand what a famous white artist—a “downtown” artist,
with a fancy gallery, and museum shows, and critics at his door, and a big
retrospective catalogue—is doing living in a stripped-down sixth-floor slum
apartment on one of the worst streets in New York City, hanging out with
people like Raymond and Corey, and they suspect he has some sort of crazy
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penitential Christian purpose, like Father Hennessy, his priest at the Church of
Christ the King, around the corner. John and Patrick Hennessy and a homeless
street sweeper named Roberta Nazat, whose own Christian purpose is cleaning
the right side of 170th Street between Walton and Jerome (and who sleeps on
a couch at John’s when the nights get cold), are about the only white people in
the neighborhood, but John does not put himself in the same class of “saintly”
as Father Hennessy or Bobbie the Sweeper. Sometimes he describes himself as
“like an itinerant portrait painter,” and sometimes as “like Raul,” who
manufactures plaster santeros for the Bronx botanicas, but that is ingenuous.
When he is talking about art, the names he invokes are Caravaggio, who took
the poor for his models “and blew art history away,” and van Gogh, who took
the postman and his wife and made them live forever. John has work up all
over the neighborhood—there are fibreglass casts of the neighbors on four big
building walls and plaster “portraits” in nearly everyone’s apartment. Some
people in the art world found that work sentimental, and John says that when
he started making his bronzes for the 44th Precinct he was determined “to
make art, make a statement,” something with edge and irony and
“complications.” He says now that this was his mistake: he should have been
thinking about making people happy. Five days after he put the bronzes up, he
hired a truck and took them down, and they ended up in the yard at P.S. 1 in
Long Island City, the museum where white people from Manhattan often go
to look at “statements.” The statues themselves look safe, even benign, at P.S. 1,
but they do not look like they belong there. They are, in the jargon of public
sculpture, “site specific”—though some of the policemen who saw them at the
corner of Jerome Avenue and 169th Street last year prefer the word
“confrontational” to describe them. No one who saw them could deny they had
the “bad” South Bronx attitude. When they were up on their pedestals—at the
edge of a little concrete park the city calls a “traffic triangle”—they looked less
like monuments than like the Corey, Raymond, and Daleesha whom John
thought everybody knew, only metal. They were part of the crowd. They
belonged to the cocky, come-on quality of the street, to the rusty train trestle
and the trashed cars and the machine shops and gaudy botanicas and rice-andbeans counters, to the dealers and hookers and welfare studs and the hip-hop
children hurrying home from school with their clothes on backward, and even
to the angry and respectable neighbors who complained about negative images
—ghetto images—and convinced John that he should take them down.
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Some of those neighbors wanted statues of Martin Luther King or Malcolm
X, or statues of children in their graduation gowns, or of mothers carrying
home the groceries, or of men in suits on their way to important jobs
downtown—something to show the good side of the neighborhood to white
people driving down Jerome to Yankee Stadium for a game, or taking a Bronx
shortcut to their peaceful, prosperous suburban neighborhoods. A couple of
policemen wanted statues of friendly policemen, helping people across the
street or playing with babies. A couple of black bureaucrats talked about the
pain of the neighborhood, and about people like Raymond, Corey, and
Daleesha, lost to the streets, and about what happened when white artists like
John Ahearn “glorified” that loss and insulted them. A lot of phone calls got
made before the movers came, and a lot of politicians started worrying about
petitions and protests and television crews and the Reverend Al Sharpton, and
about John’s three statues turning into a full-blown race scandal. It made no
difference that the black Mayor of New York City, David Dinkins, had
borrowed a fibreglass cast of Corey with his basketball and boom box and
installed it on the lawn at Gracie Mansion when he presented the keys to the
city to the black filmmaker Spike Lee. Or that the people who wanted statues
of men in suits instead of Corey, Raymond, and Daleesha might be mocking
the pain of the neighborhood as much as they thought John had mocked it,
since in the South Bronx the men in suits are generally the men who are trying
desperately to leave, not the men who have to stay. It made no difference that
Corey, Raymond, and Daleesha might not think of themselves as “negative
stereotypes”—though Raymond often says that as far as any kind of
“correctness” goes he does not have much of a reputation. Raymond was
distressed for his pit bull, who had died, because he loved the dog, and the
thought that it would “live in bronze” consoled him. Raymond heard that “the
community” didn’t like the statues—but as far as he was concerned the
community was the block where he and Corey and, indeed, John lived. The
community was four buildings on Walton Avenue between 171st Street and
172nd Street, and had nothing to do with anyone five blocks south and one
block west, at the traffic triangle. Raymond was right, because five blocks south
and one block west turned out to be as far away as Manhattan. Raymond’s
community liked the statues, but to the people complaining at the traffic
triangle John Ahearn was a white man, and Raymond, Corey, and Daleesha
were just the statues that shamed them.
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N

o one knows how to settle, or even define, the argument over public
art and political correctness. The art world says it’s about
censorship. The activists say it’s about “controlling the images.” The
critics (depending on their politics) either quote Gilles Deleuze and
say it’s about “the indignity of speaking for others,” or they quote Hilton
Kramer and say it’s about saving Western civilization. The politicians like to
call it “the multicultural dialogue,” but the truth is that at this particularly
angry moment in New York City the multicultural dialogue is really a lot of
strange and disheartening monologues. People are talking, but they are not
talking to each other. It doesn’t matter if they are talking about public art, or
about “the white male literary canon,” or about whether students at law school
have to argue briefs for fathers who want custody of their children because
their wives are lesbians, or about whether Cleopatra was black, or about
whether Raymond with his pit bull is a proper role model for the South Bronx
children. It doesn’t matter if art is an accident of its “interpretive moment,” as
the deconstructionists say, or if art is “timeless” and addresses pure aesthetic
values, as a lot of artists would say—though not John Ahearn, who says, “Hey,
making somebody unhappy? That’s not interesting, that’s heavy!” It doesn’t
matter if a statue of Raymond and his pit bull offends the guys at the Jerome
Avenue pizzeria because they have no “taste” or because Raymond refused to
leave the dog outside when he was ordering pizza and there was nothing they
could do about it, since the dog was vicious, or because they think the
neighborhood should be “represented” by a statue of a man in a suit, or, indeed,
by one of them. People are suffering in the South Bronx. They live with
poverty and crime and crack and unemployment, and they die young, from
illness and overdose and overexposure if they are not murdered first. In the
language of the debate, they are “disempowered,” and to the extent that the
language is correct they cannot do much about it except attack what they take
to be the symbols of their powerlessness—a statue they didn’t make, a textbook
they didn’t choose, a vocabulary of assumptions about culture that are not their
assumptions. Sometimes the symbols focus them. More often, the symbols
subvert them, and they exhaust what little energy surviving in the South Bronx
has left them. As John says, “on my block, even getting yourself on welfare
implies a high level of getting it together.” Today, the neighbors who objected
to John’s statues are without a work of art for their traffic triangle, because they
were more interested in the argument than in the alternatives, more interested
in talking about the correctness of the statues than in replacing them. No one
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has written to the city, or to the newspapers, saying, “We’re the community,
and we’re going to make a new work possible.” In fifteen months, no one has
even asked.
This is John’s neighborhood: it is part of the poorest congressional district in
the country; it has the fourth-highest rate of homicide in the city; a hundred
and twenty thousand people live there, and a hundred and eighteen thousand
are black or Hispanic; every second person is on some sort of public assistance;
one out of every three adults is unemployed; one out of every four women tests
H.I.V.-positive when she goes to the hospital to have a baby, and no one
knows how many men would test positive if there were a way to get them to
the hospital, any more than anyone knows how many men would test positive
for crack or heroin or any of the street mixtures known as “speedballs.” The
facts, of course, are misleading. They do not account for thousands of illegal
immigrants; they do not distinguish between black, white, and Indian
“Hispanics” (who are listed as “non-white” in the census) or, for that matter,
between “Hispanics” and “Latinos,” who may or may not have Spanish as their
first language. They do not distinguish between the Dominican dealers and
the Jamaican posses who come to the Bronx for a couple of years and split with
their drug money and the Puerto Rican mothers and grandmothers who
appear at three in the afternoon, when school lets out, to chase those dealers
off the street so the children can play. The facts are stereotypes of race and
class and culture—much more than John Ahearn’s statues were stereotypes—
which is why people who thought the statues should stay worry about what it
means about “stereotypes” when poor people give something away for nothing
in return. John wants to replace the statues, but the city might have to sell
Raymond, Corey, and Daleesha to pay for the bronze and the foundry, and it is
not certain now that John (or art or the neighbors) would survive the process
of choosing the subjects of “correct” representation under the scrutiny of his
community board, the police, the city bureaucracy, the guys at the pizzeria, and
the woman who stood at the traffic triangle stopping traffic last fall to ask
people if Corey, shirtless and a little flabby, was the “representation” they
wanted.
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J

ohn Ahearn is not the first New York artist to get caught up in
arguments about representation. The year of the South Bronx bronzes
was also the year that Jenny Marketou, a photographer with the job of
decorating a Queens subway station, was accused of racism for taking
pictures of Greek-Americans—she was Greek—instead of African-Americans,
and the muralist Richard Haas, who had already decorated fifteen New York
City walls, was asked to replace a panel in a series of reliefs on the history of
immigration to New York. Haas had made the panels for the Baxter Street
wall of a new city jail, on White Street. They were up for two years, and no
one complained, but then a guard who had just been transferred from the
prison on Rikers Island saw them, and told some friends at the Department of
Correction Hispanic Society that what he took to be the “Hispanic” panel did
not show “positive values,” and after that a lot of people did complain. They
said they didn’t like the sign “Bodega” on a store on the panel, and they didn’t
like the fact that the bodega was closed—they thought it looked like “Hispanic
failure,” though Haas thought it looked like “Sunday”—and they didn’t like the
image of a junked car or of a woman with a bare midriff or of a man sleeping
on the sidewalk. They thought the woman was a hooker and the man was
drunk, and they were not much comforted or appeased when Haas said that
the woman was based on a pretty blonde he had once seen in a book, rollerskating in Central Park, and that the man was homeless, and was there to
“raise consciousness” in people walking by. Luis Cancel, the new commissioner
of Cultural Affairs—and a Hispanic and an artist himself—called Haas then
and told him “the process would continue.” No one knew exactly how the
process would continue, though people at Cultural Affairs talked about “the
Phoenix precedent,” which had to do with arguments about a piece of public
art in Phoenix, and with how Phoenix settled those arguments. The
“community” met, and friends of the artist’s—his “advocates”—came to the
meeting, and everyone testified, and then an “impartial jury” decided what the
artist should do.
It was not a precedent that appealed to Haas, who says he preferred the kind
of precedent set by Solomon on another one of his jailhouse panels—the
mother who loved the baby most let go. He let go. He got together with six
Hispanic leaders—they met in the Gauguin Room at Cultural Affairs, which
was probably not the best room for talking about stereotypes. He had offered
to change “bodega” to “supermarket” or “superette” or something else agreeable
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to them, but the leaders said no, “supermarket” was not enough, and eventually
Haas painted out the panel, at his own expense. He offered to redo the panel.
He asked for pictures of “appropriate” Hispanic images to consider, but he said
he would refuse to submit his changes for “community” approval. He said that
political correctness was a kind of censorship, and “every bit as evil to me as
the censorship of a Pat Buchanan or a Jesse Helms.”
Richard Haas is a worldly man. He is not on a mission, like John Ahearn, who
wants to live and work quietly in the South Bronx at least as much as he
wanted his statues to stay. Haas lives in Yonkers and works in an Art Deco
Chelsea loft, with Piranesis on the wall and old kilims on the floor, and eats at
the Century Club, and he has sat on the Art Commission himself and thought
a lot about the city, and about making the city beautiful. As far as Haas is
concerned, he has nothing to apologize for, and nothing to regret, either,
except the fact that the city, which considers his project incomplete, still owes
him a fourteen-thousand-dollar final payment. It does not sit well with Haas
to be called a racist. He thinks that if the Hispanics on White Street got to
choose his images of them, then the Jews on Baxter Street could reasonably
complain about his panel on Jewish immigration, because it has to do with a
Jewish sweatshop, and then the Chinese community could complain, because
his Chinese panel is “all about business, and nobody’s smiling.” He says that to
understand the tyranny of correctness you should think about what happened
to Diego Rivera, whose politics “sank his art,” or Frida Kahlo, whose last
painting was of Stalin with a rose. He worries that good artists, like John
Ahearn, are going to be frightened away from public projects by correctness,
because correctness is a kind of collaboration, and really has nothing to do
with art, and that in the end the public will have to live with art that is “not
just wrong but dull.”

T

here is, of course, a lot of good, new public art in the city that
everybody agrees on. No one complains about the ships that Donna
Dennis put on a steel school fence, down by the old Washington
Market docks, and called “Dreaming of Far Away Places,” or about
the terrazzo “rivers” of Africa that Houston Conwill laid on the floor of the
Schomburg Center for Research in Black Culture, in Harlem. The people who
fought to remove Richard Serra’s “Tilted Arc” from Foley Square—it came
down in 1989, after eight years of public protest—said that the arc was “ugly,”
“brutal,” “intrusive,” “hostile,” “offensive,” and “dangerous,” and even that it cast
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a “sinister shadow,” but none of them said that it was a bad role model, or was
racist, or insulted minorities. When people argue about images, they are
usually arguing about images of themselves.
Everybody in the art world knows the story of “How Ya Like Me Now?”—
David Hammons’ famous mural of a blond, blue-eyed Jesse Jackson.
Hammons, who is black, installed it on a Washington street, and some black
kids, thinking that a white artist was responsible, smashed it with
sledgehammers. Hammons repaired it, and added their hammers to the piece,
and now it is an icon. The moral of the story is that in these treacherously
correct days one artist’s insensitivity is easily another artist’s ironic statement,
and it seems to depend less on the artist himself than on what color people
think he is.
John got the idea for Corey’s boom box from Spike Lee. He knew that Radio
Raheem, in Lee’s movie “Do the Right Thing,” had a boom box, and he
thought that was something “people could get into.” He forgot that Lee was
black and he was white—and what a difference that made as far as people
getting into something were concerned. Corey never thought about it at all.
Corey agreed cheerfully with everyone who liked his statue, even the people
who liked it because it was “negative.” He agreed with the woman who showed
up at the triangle the day the statues came down—she was a black woman,
from the neighborhood—and said, “Don’t take these down, you’re taking us
down. A lot of kids are dying because of these symbols. . . . We got to get
ourselves together.” He agreed with the old black man who said, “I admire
these statues every time I pass by,” and with the Hispanic guy who said, “How
can this be negative? This is the Bronx!” He stood at the site and took the
compliments he got, and argued with the woman who looked at the statues
and said that his radio and Raymond’s dog were “an affirmation of everything
they”—white people—“think we are.” He argued with the man who stopped in
his tracks and said, “A killer dog? A basketball? A radio? Anybody can get a
radio and make a lot of noise.” He argued with the woman who would have
preferred a statue of Aurelia Green, the South Bronx assemblywoman—
because from what he knew Aurelia Green had just appropriated a baby grand
piano from the local school board and moved it into her living room, and, by
comparison with Green, Corey considered himself a model citizen. Corey
looked at his statue on its pedestal in front of the 44th Precinct and said, “I
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like it. To tell you the truth, this is me, always cool. My kids are gonna tell
their kids, ‘That’s your grandpa.’ ‘Cause all that hard work, look what it comes
to—something to appreciate.”

J

ohn Ahearn grew up in Binghamton. His father delivers the
Binghamton babies and votes Republican and occasionally retreats to a
Catskill lodge with his fly-fishing rod and his hunting rifle and, when
he can persuade them, John and his twin brother, Charlie, who is a
video artist in Tribeca. Eight years ago, when John was courting a South Bronx
girl—he was going to marry into the neighborhood, he says, and have South
Bronx babies, and “belong” that way—he bought a ring and drove his
girlfriend to the lodge to meet his parents. The engagement was over that
weekend. John was thirty-three then, and settled in the neighborhood. “There
was this idea, fixating in my mind, about being this mythical creature in the
Bronx—like Rivera in Mexico,” he says. “The idea was to become what I was
going to become here—marrying here, becoming a real person.” It was not an
idea that sat well with the young filmmaker he was courting downtown. He
was, by his own account, “into salvation, but I guess you could say commitment
was my problem.” It would be more accurate to say that too many
commitments was his problem. He stepped right into his enthusiasms and
made them his life. John went to Cornell, like his father, but he did not join
Sigma Nu or row on the crew team or learn the Ithaca drinking songs, the way
his father had. He discovered art. He shaved his head, and bought a woollen
hat and an outsized thrift-shop coat and a rope to tie the coat, and moved to a
commune in town and thought he was part of a fantastic revolution—“all
mixed up with masochism, Catholicism, drugs, and Vincent van Gogh.” The
people who counted in his life right then were his brother, Charlie, who was
studying art at Colgate (“Twins hum together in the same place” is how John
puts it), and a Binghamton psychic who lived next door to his old scoutmaster
at home. They met at a Boy Scout troop reunion, on Christmas break his
freshman year, and before John knew it the psychic was in a trance and he and
Charlie were sitting beside her, “like her angels,” drawing pictures, and it had
been “established” that John was going to be an artist. “I was hit by the
thunderbolt of art,” he says. “No one can tell me now not to believe things.”
John started painting a picture every day. He would put on his overcoat and
stand in the snow in the middle of Ithaca with his paint box and hitchhike.
His “discipline” then was to stay wherever he was driven and paint whatever it
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was he saw—cows, trees, houses, or just more snow. He keeps three school
canvases rolled up in his bedroom in the South Bronx. He has a sentimental
attachment to them—to the nineteenth-century world he made of twentiethcentury Ithaca, to the daubs of color he discovered in those January storms. He
thought that by freezing his fingers, painting outside in northern New York
State in the middle of January, he was suffering for art, the way van Gogh had
suffered. He is interested in suffering—in trial and penance and confession. It
is another one of his enthusiasms—“religion and art at the same time,” he says.
It accounts for the time he spends at early Mass at Father Hennessy’s church
—“the Mass with the hard core, where everybody’s wired”—and for the way he
refers to the priest as “Monsignor” and says that “he’s my age, but really wise,
like I’m the kid and he’s the adult.” It does not have much to do with the
Catholicism he learned from the nuns at a Binghamton day school, or from his
Uncle Jack, who used to refer to John XXIII as “Satan himself walking the
halls of the Vatican,” but his friends think it has a lot to do with his twelve
years in the South Bronx, among the poor. Some of them say that John could
easily have been a priest himself.

J

ohn started making life casts in 1979, when he was twenty-seven and
working in Manhattan with an artists’ collective called Colab. The
collective was “radical and into street art and video art”; it sent him all
over the city with a Super 8 for its ongoing alternative newsreel, “All
Color News.” John had pretty much stopped painting, because Colab was
“anti-painting,” and the closest he got to sculpture then was knocking out
windows on the five-dollar-an-hour construction jobs that paid his rent. The
only casts he knew anything about in those days were a collection of life casts
that his friend Tom Otterness was fixing for the Museum of Natural History.
John was storing the casts for Otterness, but one day he got curious and
unwrapped them, and then he videotaped them, and then he started wondering
how to make them. He discovered a book called “Makeup for Theater, Film
and Television,” with a chapter on making cosmeticians’ masks and molds, and
he called up the artists he knew and practiced on them. He made casts of
Otterness and Coleen Fitzgibbon and Robin Winters and Kiki Smith, and
thought it was terrific—being a ham, having an audience, hanging your friends
on the wall when they went home. His brother, Charlie, thought it was “too
safe, too SoHo, too much party and not enough risk.” So John went to the
South Bronx—to a funky storefront “alternative art space” called Fashion
Moda, which was as far from SoHo as either of them could imagine. It was
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twelve hundred square feet of Bronx exotica where Jenny Holzer practiced
graffiti with Lady Pink, from the subway, and the Satanist Sisters, from a
methadone clinic across the street, made drawings with their blood. John set
up shop on the sidewalk. He cast addicts and transvestites who wandered over
from the clinic. At the beginning, they were the only people he met who were
crazy enough or stoned enough, or even vain enough, to volunteer. He would
cast all day, and at night he would head home to Tenth Street on the IND
with a piece of steaming plaster on his lap—“sometimes two, like twins, one on
each knee”—and later he would hang it up at Fashion Moda and get down
with the reactions. “It was like getting back to art,” he says. “To paint and
plaster. It was fun. It was catastrophic, I knew immediately it was great.”
When John had been in the Bronx five months, a Walton Avenue kid by the
name of Rigoberto Torres showed up at Fashion Moda, and asked him a lot of
questions, and in the end asked to help him. Rigoberto was eighteen and still
in high school. He worked sometimes washing dishes in a rice-and-beans
shop, and sometimes making pizza downtown, and sometimes polishing rings
for a Forty-seventh Street jeweller, but the job he liked was casting and
painting at Uncle Raul’s statuary factory, making the St. Lazaros and Venus de
Milos and Elvises and Buddhas and Santa Clauses and Sitting Bulls and
Nefertitis that Raul Arce supplied to the South Bronx botanicas. Rigoberto
had heard about John from a couple of cousins who owned a cab; they came
home one night with a story about a white guy who was out on the sidewalk
on 147th Street making casts like Uncle Raul’s casts, only the people were real.
Robert (his mother calls Rigoberto Robert, and that is the name he likes) went
to work as John’s assistant, then as his partner. He has helped John cast for the
past twelve years. Most of the work that people in the South Bronx see is work
that he and John cast together and John painted, but Robert makes his own
casts, too, and they are very different from John’s. “Robert has nothing to do
with art history” is the way their dealer puts it. His painting is simple, cheerful,
and direct—the critics say “literal, anecdotal, uninfected”—and has a kind of
circus-poster strong-man feeling, because Robert is not interested in
“ambiguous” characters. He has known ambiguous characters all his life, and he
doesn’t find them interesting or exotic. What Robert finds exotic, in the South
Bronx, is kindly, peaceful people. “My way of doing it is, I got to have some
happiness” is how he describes the casts he paints, on his own. He says that
John “opened my life, but maybe it went too fast,” because John was a white
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man, with a downtown attraction for Bronx lost souls. “John knew something I
didn’t want to know anymore,” Robert says, “and sometimes he left me feeling
like a shadow.”
John says that Robert opened his life. When he introduces Robert to a friend,
he always says, “This is Robert, the key person.” It was Robert who introduced
him to the Bronx, Robert who was his Spanish voice and his Spanish
credentials, Robert who took him home to Walton Avenue and made him
family and after a while—“Robert has the right pacing,” John says—suggested
that John might like to move to Walton Avenue, too. It was the summer of
1980. John and Robert had been in a Times Square group show that was
making a lot of young artists famous ( Jean-Michel Basquiat and Keith Haring
among them), and John had sold his first cast after the show, and got invited to
shows in London and Cologne, and it convinced him that he was right about
the Bronx and about the casts and about his friendship with Rigoberto Torres.
He believed that with Robert he was “part of what was happening in the
Bronx, part of the integrity of the neighborhood, and solidly at home.” He
rented the apartment where he lives now. Robert lived in the building, with his
parents. Raymond lived in the building across the street, and Corey lived in the
building next door. John likes to say that once he knew Raymond and Corey
he had three-quarters of the block covered, because the block was divided then.
Corey’s half of the block was black and the half where Raymond and Robert
lived was Puerto Rican, and there was always some fighting—though the
neighbors say that any serious fighting “came from outside the block,” that the
only block problems they remember were at the block party, when the black
half of the block had better music, and drew the crowds, and the Puerto Ricans
on the block got mad. When the neighbors talk about the summer that John
moved to Walton Avenue, they talk about “the good days.” They mean that
1980 was “before the Dominicans,” because Dominicans arrived on the block
in the eighties, some of them dealing crack and cocaine for Colombians in
Queens, and the neighbors, especially the Puerto Rican neighbors, tend to
blame them for everything terrible that has happened since.
Walton Avenue is convenient. John has had other studios—he spent two years
renovating an old schoolhouse on Bonner Street that was going to be his
“ultimate studio,” and when he finished the landlord had him evicted—but he
still prefers to cast on the sidewalk, in front of two rooms he rents on the
ground floor of his own building. He and Robert pass plaster through the
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windows. They hang their casts out, and the neighbors know they are open for
business. Or they turn on the light and pull up the blinds, and announce it that
way. School lets out at three in the afternoon on Walton Avenue. John says
that it’s his “best time.” When he hears the bell at P.S. 64, on the next corner,
he stops whatever he is doing and heads for the street and sits on the hood of
his old white Mercury station wagon and waits to socialize. Everyone uses the
street that way—like a club. People who want to find a friend, meet a girl,
make a deal, keep an appointment, or simply hang out and be entertained head
for the street at three and wait. If it’s warm, they wait outside, and if it’s cold
they wait in somebody’s car. John usually comes down with his dog, Summer.
He takes the stairway to the roof—the stairway is filthy and smells of urine—
and sometimes he stops to look at his mural “Back to School,” on a wall across
the street from the schoolhouse, and then he crosses the roof and rings for the
elevator, which is often broken but not as much as his elevator, on the other
side of the court, and then he hits the block. He likes to keep up with the
neighbors—with Risa, who lives on the third floor and is studying art at
Lehman College; with Virginia, the kindergarten assistant, who moved her
family a couple of blocks away, to “another worse place,” and comes home to
the building every day to see her mother; to Mimi, who was one of John’s first
Walton Avenue kids and now, ten years later, has a daughter of her own and a
husband (“but a Dominican”) so devoted that he replaces her Honda every six
months. Sometimes Raymond joins John. He waits, smoking cigarette butts
and standing a little apart, until John is finished talking, and then they talk. If
the conversation is long, he wanders off. He never says much to the
neighborhood women. He knows that the women don’t like him.
John tries to park his car in front of his building. The wagon is safe there. It is
too old to interest the neighbors, whose car of choice is a brand-new Japanese
sedan, a Civic or Maxima or Acura, and too battered to interest the four teenagers who are apprenticed to a gang of Dominican drug dealers, and who can
usually be found together on the sidewalk, leaning against a wall and looking
menacing. The boys are fourteen, maybe fifteen, and at the beginning of their
training. Their job right now is picking the locks on cars and stealing the
radios—and anything else they find—and they are single-minded. They were
working the street the day the children at P.S. 64 had their South Bronx
history lesson, and learned that Walton Avenue once belonged to a farmer
named Lewis Morris, who signed the Declaration of Independence. Their
interest in Walton Avenue starts and stops at Walton Avenue’s cars. They do
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not come over to rap with John, on the hood of his car, and John avoids them.
They are the only kids in the neighborhood he avoids. He says that the kids on
the block have a moment, before they get street smart, before they toughen,
before the South Bronx claims them—a moment of “delicacy and correctness
and trust that is like a flowering, and then it closes.” He tries to catch that
moment in his casts. “Sometimes I’ll miss it,” he says. “Or—it’s crazy—I go
away and a couple of months later it’s not there. There’s something aflame, and
then it’s gone, and the next time I see them they’re like”—he leans against the
wall, like one of the crack apprentices, and lifts his chin in a quick, cocky
gesture that is pure South Bronx for “Fuck you!”—“and it’s over.
Right now, he’s trying not to miss that moment. His last show had some casts
of children in pairs—he called it “Face to Face”—and kids in the
neighborhood keep stopping by to check on the casts he promised them.
Corey’s sister, Veronica, wants her foot cast. Her friend wants a finger. Princess,
who is nine, didn’t like the color of her face when John first cast her. She liked
the yellow of her grammar-school graduation robe, but she didn’t like the
“slashes” of paint on her face. They were very impressionistic, John said, “full of
light, nuance, and color tone, and very flattering.” Princess said “blotchy.” She
wanted a light face—a “one-color face”—and, for all John knew, she would
have been just as testy in the hands of the artist who mixes primary colors in
ice-cube trays and calls them “skin-color pieces.” John had to admit that
Raymond had been right when he saw “Princess” and said, “She won’t like that,
they don’t like dark here.” Princess is now a flat, light, orangy-brown—it was
the color she chose—and her only complaint is that John forgot to cast her
earrings. John, who says that with Princess he found he could express himself
“without the yellows, the greens, and the purples,” still talks about her as “the
fish that got away,” and he worries because Bashira, who has “eyes like wells
and a deep quality to his face, like Nelson Mandela,” now wants his graduation
cast to be “one color, like Princess, and not too dark.” Bashira stopped by the
studio the other day and saw the cast and said, “I look like one of those
African pictures.” He wants to look “American.” “You know, not muddy, like an
old Zulu,” he says. In a couple of days, he will collect his cast, and John will
replace it on the wall, and the people who stop to rap at three in the afternoon
will poke their heads through the studio window to see who’s hanging on the
wall now. There are a couple of casts John never changes: Kevin Crocker, for
example, who lives in the building and helps John out in the studio. (He is, in
fact, the only person besides John and Robert who has a key.) Kevin wears a
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high flattop, and dresses in loopy clothes, and sports a medallion with a picture
of Malcolm X and a machine gun on it, but he is sweet-tempered and very shy,
and John says he has “perfect pitch in his character, he’s never off balance.”
When Uncle Raul was zipping through the neighborhood in his Cadillac and
knocked Kevin off his bicycle, Kevin smiled and said, “No problem.” Kevin
grew up on the block, and a lot of the kids he knows are in jail now. John says
that when you ask after them their mothers will tell you, “Oh, he’s doing well,
getting along with the guards”—as if they were in college. Their mothers are
relieved to have them in jail, because on the street they could be killed. It takes
a lot of “pitch” in your character to survive Walton Avenue, or a kind of genius.

I

t was on April 1, 1986, that the Percent for Art Program of the New York
City Department of Cultural Affairs convened a panel of art experts and
“concerned parties” to choose an artist for the 44th Precinct police station.
Bess Myerson was the commissioner then, and the program director was a
young art consultant named Jennifer MacGregor Cutting, who had been at
Cultural Affairs when the program started, in 1983. In those days, most people
in the arts in New York thought of the program as a gift from the city to the
city—or, more specifically, a gift from a woman named Doris Freedman to the
city, since it was Mrs. Freedman, at the Municipal Arts Society and the Public
Art Fund, who had persuaded the mayor that public art was important, and
that, given the boondoggles and the graft involved in most city projects, there
was surely some money available somewhere to make New York what in those
optimistic days was called “a museum without walls.” The terms of the
arrangement were that one per cent of the budget for every new public
construction project in the city be set aside for an art work, with the proviso
that no single commission cost more than four hundred thousand dollars, and
that the program’s yearly commissions stop at a million and a half.
It sounded simple. No one in the art world then was talking about “controlling
the images,” and no one objected to Jennifer Cutting’s panel on the 44th
Precinct, which included an artist, an architect, a deputy commissioner from
Cultural Affairs, a design director from the Department of General Services,
which was building the police station, a captain from the precinct, and the
chief curator of the Bronx Museum. The precinct architect came to the
meeting. So did a couple of people from the Art Commission, the Department
of City Planning, and the Mayor’s Office of Construction, and four
“advisers”—from the Public Art Fund, the precinct, the Borough President’s
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office, and the office of the City Council president. They looked at slides of
work by twenty-nine artists, which Cutting and her staff had culled from files
on two thousand local artists. Some of the artists were white, but there were
also black artists and Hispanic artists and Asian artists. No one at the meeting
remembers that race was an issue. The neighborhood was an issue, and what
each artist could bring to the neighborhood—and everyone was impressed by
John Ahearn, who lived in the neighborhood and was well thought of in the
neighborhood and did work for the neighborhood that had clearly made the
neighborhood “happy.” John was one of fifteen artists the panelists voted to
consider, and when they met again, two weeks later (with seventeen more
artists added to the list, and four more advisers), John was the artist they chose.
It took three years for John to get his contract—which had to account for
everything from site insurance to payment schedules—and a lot happened in
the city in those three years. Bess Myerson was caught shoplifting. New York
was about to elect its first black mayor. Multiculturalism arrived at Edward
Durell Stone’s lollipop marble palace on Columbus Circle, where Cultural
Affairs has its offices, and Columbus himself had come to be a loaded word.
The new Cultural Affairs commissioner was a black arts administrator named
Mary Schmidt Campbell, who had come to the department from the Studio
Museum, in Harlem. She appointed a white arts administrator named Linda
Blumberg—one of the founders of P.S. 1—as her deputy for public affairs, in
charge of the Percent for Art program, and in 1990, when Jennifer Cutting
left, Blumberg brought in an artist and curator named Tom Finkelpearl from
P.S. 1 to run Percent for Art. It was a good working office for Ahearn. Mary
Campbell was enthusiastic. Linda Blumberg was enthusiastic. Tom
Finkelpearl, who had worked with John on an installation at P.S. 1 (it was part
of a show called “Out of the Studio: Art with Community”), was enthusiastic.
No one envisioned any problems with the project. The problems at Percent for
Art in 1989 had more to do with black and Latino artists complaining about
always being chosen for projects in their own neighborhoods—and not in
Manhattan—than with white artists like John who wanted to work in those
neighborhoods. People at the program now say that if there was any mistake in
choosing John for the police station it was in not including Rigoberto Torres
in the commission, or in John’s not insisting that they include him.
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Robert and John were having problems of their own by the time John’s
contract arrived—problems of partnership. (“We were passing then through a
real irritable phase” John says. “I said O.K., and Robert was left out, and my
point of view is certainly that not having Robert for the bronzes didn’t do me
any good at all.”) Robert was wondering who he was in the partnership, and
whether he was an artist at all or just somebody “always behind John.” The
problem for Robert was that the people who bought art—the museums, the
collectors—wanted a John Ahearn, the way the people at Percent for Art
wanted a John Ahearn. They did not want a John Ahearn and Rigoberto
Torres, or a John Ahearn with Rigoberto Torres. John’s was the name they
knew. When they looked at a piece by John and Robert, they wanted to be told
that John painted it, and then they bought. Robert was thinking about leaving
Walton Avenue, and moving to his family village in Puerto Rico and casting
for a while on his own. By the time John’s contract was actually signed, and he
started working, Robert was in Puerto Rico. No one knows what would have
happened if Robert had stayed home: if people would have reacted differently
to bronzes signed “Ahearn and Torres”; if blacks who said that they could get
down with Radio Raheem but that Corey was a “fat, racist stereotype” would
have been “happy”; if John would still have been the artist everybody blamed.
John didn’t want to decorate the police station with a mural or a wall, which
was what the precinct wanted. He says that when he heard about the project
he thought, Wow, this is a thorny gift! He didn’t really feel comfortable having
anything to do with a police station, especially in a place like the South Bronx,
where the line between the police and the people was so implacably drawn. He
didn’t think that images of the neighbors and their policemen together on a
wall would do much to mend relations; he thought they would call up ironies
that the neighborhood, and maybe even the police, would find hard to
appreciate. He thought of the triangle—it was a dead space then, a strip of
white-lined asphalt at the intersection of Jerome, Gerard, and 169th Street, in
front of the station—as a no man’s land that could become an everyman’s land,
where those relations would lose some of their old tension. He asked for the
space early on—Jennifer Cutting spent two years negotiating with the
Department of Transportation to get it, and then to get the money to
construct it, and John eventually went to work with a landscape architect from
General Services to design it. He was pleased with the architect, a young
woman named Nancy Owens, who was married to an artist herself.
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His first idea was to organize a huge neighborhood casting—something on the
order of the castings he and Robert used to have on Walton Avenue during the
summer block parties—and end up with a lot of concrete figures on the
triangle. He thought of Raymond, Corey, and Daleesha, and a lot of other
Walton Avenue characters, new characters. He wanted a crowd, and variety,
and surprises, but the city was against concrete—the official wisdom was that
anything concrete would be defaced and damaged, if not destroyed—and
bronze was too expensive for a crowd. John’s budget was just enough for three
or four bronze pieces, and there wasn’t really time for a neighborhood casting,
or “surprises,” anyway, because once the contract was signed the city wanted
John’s project designs within a few months.
It was then that John started thinking about the Paseo de la Reforma, with its
bronze heroes, and wondering what would happen if people saw Raymond
Garcia cast in bronze and up on a pedestal—if they would see Raymond in a
new way, and maybe even see his pit bull, Toby, in a new way. He thought that
maybe Toby could guard the entrance to the South Bronx the way the stone
lions on Fifth Avenue guarded the Public Library, and he was sure his instincts
were right, because everyone in the neighborhood had liked the fibreglass cast
of Raymond and Toby he was planning to use. Corey, who had been waiting,
in fibreglass, since 1988, was going to “balance” Raymond in the installation,
and Daleesha, he thought, would be roller-skating on a pedestal between them.
Daleesha did not exactly belong to the block, because nobody on the block
exactly claimed her. She came from a troubled family, and lived with whatever
cousin or aunt was able to keep her, and dropped into whatever school was
convenient. Daleesha was sassy and sly, and desperate for roller skates. John
saw her skating down Walton Avenue one day on a borrowed pair and thought
she looked terrific (“like she was growing in front of you”), with her skinny
long legs and her stuck-up chin and her funky topknot and her South Bronx
attitude. He says, “It was a great image, if you treated it with respect. It was all
about youth, energy, physical aggressiveness—about putting on skates and
suddenly being four inches taller.” He liked it so much, in fact, that he wanted
to duplicate it. He wanted two girls skating together—Daleesha, who is black,
and a Hispanic girl about the same age. He thought there would be a nice
irony about those pieces, because it was kids like that—not college kids but
street kids—that the police of the 44th Precinct were likely to meet. Both girls
gave him trouble. They weren’t interested in getting a plaster cast for
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themselves, or in seeing themselves on pedestals, or even in being famous. Art
and John Ahearn didn’t interest them at all. They had one thing in mind—new
roller skates—and that was what John promised them if they were cast. The
Hispanic girl couldn’t wait; she got “negative,” John says, by which he means
that she never showed up for the casting. Daleesha waited, and got her skates,
and then she disappeared. She never came to the installation or saw the bronze
“Daleesha” up on its pedestal. John thought for a while that she had died.

R

aymond Garcia had just come home from a prison boat in New York
Harbor, and he did not want any more attention from policemen
than he already had. He wanted to see his dog “immortalized in a
nice river place, with trees”—somewhere peaceful and clean and,
especially, “not the Bronx.” He said, “When you do a lot of injustice, people
don’t forget you.” And he was right. The local cops see him now and call out,
“Yo, Mr. Statue! Mr. Statue, you haven’t paid us a visit lately!” One of his
cousins has a court order forbidding him to enter her house. Even Robert, who
used to worry about Raymond, says “I’m out of here” whenever Raymond sits
down. But not John. John believes in Raymond. He’s drawn to “weirdos and
crazies and prickly, unpredictable characters like Raymond”—characters who
move him and scare him at the same time. He refused to give up on Raymond
when Raymond freaked out and called the police and announced that he had
dumped John in the Hudson River, and even when Raymond set him up and
Raymond’s friends came over and robbed the apartment, and he is not about to
give up on Raymond now, when Raymond is sick and alone and often has
nowhere to sleep but an abandoned apartment building around the corner. The
building is dangerous. Raymond says that more people get killed in a week in
abandoned buildings in the Bronx than in some American cities (though he
claims there is a kind of “tranquillity” about his building, because the cops are
too frightened to come in and clear it). Raymond sleeps there in a sleeping bag
on the floor, and he eats “in my coat by candlelight”—which is his way of
saying that there is no heat and no electricity—and whenever he feels like
company he visits a “college guy” who moved into a room upstairs with a pile
of books, and who impresses Raymond by sweeping every day. John worries
when Raymond stays in the building—he worries that someone will steal his
sleeping bag and Raymond will freeze—but Raymond has made it clear to the
addicts and dealers and derelicts on the floor that “I’ll kick down your door
and take what’s mine if you come near me.”
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The truth is that Raymond has a new pit bull to protect him. The dog belongs
to his cousin June Bug Garcia, who lives on the block and occasionally leaves
him food, but it’s Raymond who walks the dog, and Raymond who loves it,
and Raymond who named it Sakura, which he says is “Morning Blossom
Flower” in Japanese. Raymond says that Sakura is “just as smart, just as tender”
as Toby, and he doesn’t seem to notice the mothers, at their windows, yelling to
their children to cross the street when he is on the block walking Sakura, or
the fathers running out to snatch the children away. Right now the block looks
wonderful to Raymond, and he doesn’t want to lose it. He talks about the
block parties, “with John and Robert doing art, and there ain’t no complaints,
there ain’t nobody saying, ‘Hey, you’re standing on my shoulder!’ Put folks in
the welfare line, it’s black against Hispanic. Not here. This community, it’s
peaceful and quiet.” He tries to supply the block with useful news—news that
the price of bulletproof vests is rising, or that one of the local politicians is
“more evil than a pit bull,” or that the Taft High School, two blocks east,
where one new neighbor wants to send her daughter, is known by its graduates
as Training Animals for Tomorrow, or that the crack dealer across the street
“died a horrible death, from grease around the heart,” or that the super in
John’s building has been charging five dollars to turn the elevator on.
Raymond is close to being the local vet. He got his training stitching Toby
after pit fights. He says that he put Toby in the pit because “this is the Bronx,
and if your dog can’t defend himself, how’s he going to defend you?” and that
after a while he and Toby had “the Bronx reputation,” and people were paying
him to pick their dogs and stitch them, too. Toby had arrived on the block in a
bowling bag of stolen Texas pit bulls. He was the puppy that tried to bite
Raymond when he put his hand in the bag. Raymond said to himself, “That’s
the one I want. He’s the smallest, the youngest, he got no time to sleep, he got
to fight his way to the bowl.” Toby, in his day, won some serious fights, and
“took some serious ass kicking.” Then he lost his longest fight, and after five
and a half hours of sewing up the holes Raymond decided it was time for Toby
to “retire.” “His fighting days were over, and I was running crazy in the streets,
and I didn’t want to drag him down,” Raymond says now. He tried giving Toby
to a boy in the neighborhood—Toby liked children. But grownups “upset”
him, and he wouldn’t let the boy’s parents out of their bedroom, and Raymond
had to take him back. “The father was happy to see me” is how he describes it.
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Three years ago, Toby “passed away from chicken bones in the kidney,” and
Raymond thinks it was just as well, because three years ago Raymond was
usually in jail.
He was convicted first for knifing someone in a fight, and then for possession
of cocaine, and once he was held on suspicion of murder, and by the time his
dog died he could tell you all about life on Rikers Island, and how it compared
to life on the prison boat or at the federal prison “camp” near the Canadian
border. His opinion of prison is that “the people will do anything to keep you
from leaving.” He likes to talk about the Colombian dealer who kept a razor
blade in his rectum, and about the Jamaican dealer with thirty razor blades
hidden in his dreads, and about the dealer who was so dangerous that the
agents who came to move him had to chain him by the legs and shoulders and
handcuff him to weight-lifting belts from the prison gym. He stands on the
street, or sits in a Chinese-Cuban place on the corner of 170th and Walton,
where John (who leaves a big tip whenever Raymond is with him) sometimes
takes him for a meal, and where the corner hawker peddles wilted roses, and
tells his gruesome stories. He says that “for sure” his life would have been
different if he hadn’t lost his one job, which was cleaning schools. He recites
those schools like a litany. Sometimes he says, “Help me!” He is intelligent, and
sensitive, and he knows he might have made something of his life. Cleaning
schools was the closest to having a future that he ever came. “It was my mom
or my job,” he says, because his mother was sick then. There was no one else to
collect his brother Edwin at school, so Raymond “took ten minutes” and that
was the end of his career. “Since my mother was sick, I got a record this long,”
he likes to say, stretching out his arms. “I wanted to hurt people, hurt myself.
It’s hard to describe if you haven’t gone through it. It’s not like a book. A book
can tell you a story, and you can feel it—feel the pain. But a book can tell that
story twelve ways, and reality’s different. Reality’s like a statue. It goes in one
direction.”
There is AIDS in Raymond’s family. Edwin died young—he was retarded—
and then a lot of other people in the family died. Raymond has a brother in
California “who engages in illegal activities, like me.” The only brother left on
Walton Avenue is dying now. His name is Freddy, and everybody on the block
likes him. John likes Freddy—Freddy gives him haircuts—and Raymond
worships Freddy. He says, “Freddy took away all my violence. Freddy’s
everything I’m not. I wake up just glad I survived, but Freddy wakes up and
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says, ‘Hi, how you doing?’ He’s glad to be alive. Freddy’s gentle and has twenty
suits, and all I got is the clothes on my back and my conscience. When Freddy
dies, I die.”

T

he cops on Walton Avenue never shout “Yo, Mr. Statue!” to Corey
Mann. They don’t recognize Corey on the street, because Corey, on
the street, is (as John puts it) “pretty fresh.” Corey is given to
handmade bomber jackets, and sharp new suits with “Corey”
emblazoned on the back, and a lot of gold and diamonds, and the Corey the
cops know from the traffic triangle didn’t have a fancy jacket, or a shirt that
said “Just Add Bacardi to Lemonade,” or a set of rings that spelled out “Corey”
in diamonds across the knuckles of his right hand. The Corey they know had a
boom box, not a black Buick Regal with Camaro chrome from “a guy in a
truck,” and, as for the basketball, when the cops at the site said, “Look at this
guy, he’s got no shirt on, and he’s not even playing,” Robert asked them “How
do you play basketball in a three-piece suit?” and Raymond said, “Maybe
Corey’s checking out the team, for the next game.” Corey has a low opinion of
policemen. He says, “They’re all nasty, you understand me? And some of the
white ones are outrageous. But the ones I say hello to, they white. The ones
that’s black, like me, or Puerto Rican, they got to prove something. They got
attitude. They got a gun, a badge. They say, ‘You low-life nigger, get a life!’ But
I say, ‘We all bleed, we all got face and fingers, we all gonna die. You got too
much attitude. Tomorrow’s not promised just to you.’ ”
Corey has attitude himself. He is under the protection of an enormous gold
Madonna, which he wears on a gold chain—he says she is not a Madonna at
all but “Santa Barbara, who was a caring person, a sweet person, like she show
no hostility”—and he is going to reward her one day soon by putting
diamonds on her halo and rubies on her baby’s halo. Nobody really knows
where Corey gets his money. He joined the hospital workers’ union this year,
and he says he has a job in the pathology lab at Mount Sinai, but this fall the
only job he had was answering the telephone at Call a Date and “telling the
women what they want to hear.” It wasn’t a bad business. Five minutes on the
phone with Corey at Call a Date cost fifty dollars, and Corey got nine of them.
His only complaint was that he couldn’t talk like a woman, too—which some
of the men there could—because those men could pick up any call, and they
got paid more. “The job was, I got to keep you on the phone” is how Corey
describes the work. He says that, being a Scorpio, he had a natural talent for it,
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and he may be right, since, at twenty-four, he has had several devoted
girlfriends, four children, and “a little thing” with a woman of forty. John
worries sometimes about the children being “ghetto bastards”—he says that
Corey’s arrangements remind him of the song about ghetto bastards by
Naughty by Nature, which John considers the “No. 1 rap group”—but Corey
thinks of himself as a family man, “only with more families than most.” What
makes him a family man, in his opinion, is that he lives at home, on Walton
Avenue, and sees to it that nobody like Corey Mann comes near his sisters.
Corey has always considered himself a guardian of the block, and of “virtue” on
the block, and, as far as he is concerned, the only reason the people on Jerome
Avenue didn’t acknowledge him as their guardian is that they never had the
pleasure of getting to know him. “George Washington, two lions—if they don’t
know you they won’t like you, right or wrong?”
When John and Robert are casting one of the block kids and want a hand—
someone to make the carrot juice or someone to tell tall stories and make the
kids laugh, so they don’t get nervous—they leave word up and down the block
and hope Corey will appear. John says that Corey was “very instrumental” with
Daleesha. Corey describes it this way: “She’s very fussy, you understand? She
wants a banana. You buy the banana. She doesn’t eat it.” John has a rule about
casting children: Never alone. (“You got to touch a little girl, you don’t want a
‘he say, she say’ later,” Corey says.) He tries to get a parent or an older brother
or sister to be there, but he couldn’t find any of Daleesha’s relatives, so Corey
“stood in.” He stood in with his cousin Kenyatta—a nine-year-old with a mop
of dreadlocks—when John cast Kenyatta, and he says, “I’m glad I was there,
’cause one time the plaster stick to the little hairs on his leg, and there’s a little
pinch, it psychs him up. He goes ‘Aaagh!,’ like we was hitting him with hot
irons—like we was killing him. And I’m thinking, If the family hear that
scream . . . You understand me?”
Corey considers himself a kind of art expert, because John and Robert have
cast him five times. John likes his hair, which is short, with laser stripes shaved
into it in dapper patterns, and he likes the big space between Corey’s front
teeth, and the fact that Corey keeps his favorite cast on his living-room wall,
above the mantelpiece and right next to the “art” photograph of a rose and
Corey’s face reflected in a glass of champagne. Corey has been living on
Walton Avenue since he was five years old and his grandmother brought him
north from South Carolina to meet his father, who was just back from
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Vietnam. His father never really recovered from the war; his mother was sick
with lupus, which left her gaunt and bald and her skin in the patches you see
on John’s cast “Veronica and Her Mother.” The Times once used it to illustrate
a story about the poor.
Corey claims he was always happiest in South Carolina, which was “straight
country, all hogs and cows,” but he managed to cover New York. He went to
school on the block, and finished at Samuel Gompers High School, and found
odd jobs for himself—there was a parking lot in Harlem, and a McDonald’s in
the Village, and a construction crew at the top of Central Park, and a “jeans
boutique” in the South Bronx—and that’s why it hurt him, he says, when the
bronzes came down. “The cops, they wanted to know ‘What are these
derelicts, these three black hoodlums, doing here?’ and there was this old black
man wanted to know ‘Who’re them? They ain’t nobody special.’ It hurt me.
’Cause the rough guys—they dead or in jail, and that’s not Corey. Everybody
here watch me grow up. They know I’m a kind-hearted person. I always
admired John, you understand? He’s lived here for so long, and we all love him
and enjoy him, but you know what I’m saying, he’s a very caring, understanding
person, and a lot of people kind of try to take advantage. Like John’s working
on a cast, and he messes up a little old T-shirt, and they say thirty dollars to
replace it. I don’t take with that. I don’t let nobody disrespect him. I don’t let
the kids say ‘Hey, Beanhead,’ like they do with some people on the block. This
is my block. I say, ‘If you want to be down with the crowd, stick that needle in
your arm—go three blocks down. If you’re selling here, me and a couple of
guys, we’ll have a little talk with you. If you mess with John Ahearn and his art,
I’ll personally have a little talk with you.’ ”

J

ohn spent 1990 making the rounds with a maquette of Raymond,
Corey, and Daleesha. He showed it to review boards at the
Department of Cultural Affairs, the Department of General Services,
the Police Department, the City Council, the Office of Management
and Budget, the Mayor’s office, and a couple of other places, whose names he
forgets. He went to the Art Commission for approval—the people there were
interested mainly in the paint he was planning to use on the bronzes, which
they said were “very forceful”—and, finally, to an open meeting of Bronx
Community Board Four, where everyone wanted to meet “the artist with the
walls” and the only complaint came from a policeman who thought that a
bronze policeman would have been nicer. John went home from the meeting
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with “community” approval—though it is probably accurate to say that a
community board of thirty-five people appointed by their borough president is
no more and no less “the community” than a block on Walton Avenue is the
community. The local district manager is an old white pol from the old white
Bronx named Herbert Samuels. He says now that when he saw John’s
maquette he thought, Oh God, are we in trouble! But that wasn’t what he or
anybody else told John. All the people on Community Board Four are blacks
and Hispanics, and what they said was “Hey, so you’re the guy from Walton
Avenue we’ve been hearing about.” They did not often get to meet an artist, or
to talk about art. They did not even get to talk about “the gypsy-moth
problem,” or “the tree-pruning problem,” the way people on community boards
in places like Staten Island do. The agenda at meetings in the South Bronx is
usually drugs and homicides, and John’s visit was a distraction—something in
the way of a social call. John gave their meeting a touch of celebrity.
The first real complaints came much later. They started at the Department of
General Services, in September last year, less than a week before the bronzes
were scheduled to be installed. They did not come from the man who had sat
on the 44th Precinct panel at Cultural Affairs, or from the man who had
worked with Nancy Owens on the traffic triangle, or from the man who had
visited Cavalier Renaissance, in Bridgeport, the foundry where the bronzes
were cast. They were not, officially, “official.” They came from Arthur Symes, a
black architect who had just been hired as the assistant commissioner in charge
of design and construction management, and from Claudette LaMelle, a black
therapist with a degree in social work, who was the executive assistant to the
D.G.S. commissioner. Neither of them knew much about the South Bronx—
Claudette LaMelle lived in the North Bronx, and Arthur Symes lived in
Manhattan, in Battery Park City—and neither of them had actually seen the
bronzes. They had seen some project drawings lying on an office desk—
Arthur Symes says that a white project director had called him over and said,
“Take a look at this!”—and then some Polaroids of the drawings, and then
some Polaroids of the pieces themselves, and they had concluded that “this was
not a happy family, this was negative elements.” Claudette LaMelle says,
“Raymond was definitely not a boy with Lassie.” Her view of Raymond was
that if Raymond had a picnic on the block not many parents were going to
send their children. Her view of Corey, whom she calls “the fat guy”—she says
she showed the pictures of Corey to some kids at a day-care center and they
said “too fat to be a basketball player”—was that “he’s hanging out” and not
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doing anything useful, for the neighborhood or for himself. Her view of
Daleesha was that she was “more like death walking.” She didn’t like the spiked
collar on the dog or the hood on Raymond’s sweatshirt, because the city is full
of crack dealers in hooded sweatshirts, and she didn’t like the fact that the
bronzes were “all black, no color, no hair ribbons, no pink, no blue—nothing.”
If she had gone to the foundry, she would have seen that Daleesha had white
skates and yellow socks, and a big yellow bow in her hair, and red-and-yellow
pictures all over her Batman T-shirt, and that Corey had white sneakers and
an orange basketball, and that Raymond’s dog was brown and white and
Raymond’s famous sweatshirt was really a deep blue—that the color emerged,
layer by layer, in John Ahearn’s remarkable brushwork. She was not much
interested in John’s brushwork, and neither was Arthur Symes. She thought
the work was “racist and subjective,” and Arthur Symes thought it was “naïve”
and said that no serious person in the community, no really sensitive person,
would have “put those negative elements on a pedestal.”
No one seems to remember who made the first phone call. (As far as the
people complaining at D.G.S. were concerned, the 44th Precinct traffic
triangle was “a done deal” and they weren’t responsible, and it was certainly not
a question of censorship.) What Claudette LaMelle remembers is that “the
feeling of inappropriateness here” was brought to the attention of the people
on Columbus Circle—and this was certainly true, because Linda Blumberg
remembers a call to her commissioner “about a work we commissioned that
was going up within a week and that was ‘outrageously racist,’ ” and Tom
Finkelpearl remembers Linda coming into his office that morning and the two
of them sitting there, bewildered and distressed, and talking about what to do.
They talked all morning. They talked about how much a part of his
community John was, and about trying to “explain” John to the people at
D.G.S.—they were sure that if they did those people would understand that
the last thing you could say about John Ahearn was that his work was racist.
They talked about what would happen if the South Bronx bronzes became a
scandal, and about protecting John, and about protecting art from politics.
They talked about what would happen if people all over the city started
removing the city’s statues. Mary Schmidt Campbell had just left Cultural
Affairs for the Tisch School of the Arts, at New York University, and a woman
named Charmaine Jefferson was standing in as commissioner until the mayor
named someone to replace her. Linda Blumberg went to Mrs. Jefferson with
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the story—she wanted her to know that John was an artist of integrity, the best
artist she could imagine for the project—and then she and Tom went
downtown to General Services. They were not prepared for anything like the
anger they encountered when they took out their slides and said, “Let’s show
you this in context.” Linda Blumberg had wanted to make a “presentation.”
She thought that their slides from the South Bronx would help Arthur Symes
and Claudette LaMelle “get to know John and his work in the community,”
but Arthur Symes and Claudette LaMelle were affronted and upset, and they
were clearly not interested in a slide show. They wanted the people from
Cultural Affairs to accept that the South Bronx bronzes were racist—that they
didn’t represent the struggle of the community or have anything to do with the
way that struggle should be represented, that Corey was an outrage, “out of
shape and out of work,” and Raymond was a drug dealer, and Daleesha was a
“zombie.” They didn’t understand why the people from Cultural Affairs kept
talking about “creative freedom” and “artistic freedom.” They said later, “Does
that mean freedom to do whatever?” And the people from Cultural Affairs
didn’t understand why they were talking about John Ahearn as “a white artist
in a Third World community.” They knew that John was a member of that
community, but Arthur Symes and Claudette LaMelle seemed to be saying
what Arthur Symes still believes, a year later: “He’s not of the community
because he’s not black—it’s simply that.”
Arthur Symes says that when he saw John’s project drawings “my first thought
was, This guy’s not a black artist.” He compares John trying to “represent” the
South Bronx to himself trying to design a building for Chinatown that would
say to the people “That’s Chinese!” He doesn’t think it’s possible, and
Claudette LaMelle doesn’t think it’s possible. Claudette LaMelle says that if
John were really part of the community “he would have befriended Raymond
much differently”—by which she means he would have spent his time
straightening Raymond out instead of wrapping him in plaster. She doesn’t
credit what Raymond says—that John, wrapping him in plaster, did more to
straighten him out than anyone else, anyone from the community, ever had.
The meeting was a standoff, though Linda Blumberg says that Arthur Symes,
especially, moved her with his arguments. Symes had talked about losing
people to drugs and the streets—“He saw John’s pieces as monuments to
everything he’d been trying to save his own community from”—and Linda
knew his sadness was genuine. She left his office “filled with contradictory
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feelings,” and she and Tom went back to their office wondering what they
should have known or thought or done, wondering what had gone wrong with
the “process.” They had thought that the process was as fair as it could get:
they gave three-quarters of their commissions to minorities; they spread those
commissions around to cover all the boroughs and all sorts of neighborhoods.
Tom himself had gone out of his way to compensate for the fact that “for every
white middle-class artist in SoHo who sends in slides there’s a black or
Hispanic artist somewhere in Brooklyn or the Bronx who has never heard of
us.” There were outreach programs at Percent for Art. Linda says that they had
done their best to see that the process—of selection, of approval—was clean
and at the same time that the commissions were diverse, aesthetically and even
politically. She knew that any physical site in New York City was also a
political site, and involved a lot of people taking political power seriously.

J

ohn installed his bronzes the next day. He had heard about the
meeting, Linda Blumberg had told him there were “problems,” but
everyone at Percent for Art supported John, and as far as he was
concerned General Services wasn’t “the community.” He wasn’t
worried about the community. And he wasn’t worried about the site. He was
excited about the site. “I wouldn’t say the basketball player or the girl are my
best pieces,” he says. “It was the site that counted.” After five years, he wanted
to see his statues installed. He wanted to walk across Jerome Avenue from the
E1 and into the community and see Raymond, Corey, and Daleesha standing
there like guardians, and he was sorry the cops at the 44th Precinct wouldn’t be
there to see them, too. Their new thirteen-million-dollar station had been such
a boondoggle, with so many labor and construction problems, that no one had
been able to move in.
John says now that what happened that day—it was September 25, 1991—was
a kind of “spontaneous protest,” and that he knew right away that it was
happening. He hadn’t wanted an official occasion—just the pleasure of people
walking by and stopping and maybe saying, “Wow, finally, this is really us!”—
but he says that when the crane was lifting the bronzes from the truck “the
mood wasn’t right and I had real unease.” Corey was at the installation, with
his mother, and John was glad she got to see it, because she was terribly sick by
then; by the next morning she had died. John’s girlfriend, Daisy Maxey, was
there—she had driven in from Long Island for the installation—and so were
Tom Otterness and Nancy Owens, and Charlie, who was making a video, and
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a couple of other downtown people. But mainly it was “the community” that
came, or, more accurately, it was whoever happened to be out on Jerome
Avenue that Wednesday morning and was curious enough to stop and watch.
A woman named Alcina Salgado was out watching. Her apartment, on Gerard
Avenue, overlooked the triangle, and she took a proprietary interest in the site.
She had been complaining about it ever since the police station was a vacant
lot, with a Montefiore methadone clinic operating out of an empty synagogue
at one end, and an accumulation of weeds, and garbage piled up everywhere.
Mrs. Salgado likes to describe herself as “the lady who cleans up the
neighborhood,” and she knew exactly how many weeds and how much
garbage, because she was the person who went out one day in 1978 and
collected it, and put it in blue plastic garbage sacks, and saw to it that the city
came and took it away. She didn’t want the police station. She complained
about the station going up, and then she complained about parking places
around the station. She wanted “the decent people” to reclaim the
neighborhood, the way decent people had reclaimed her building, after she
organized the tenants in 1983, and collected money and hired a lawyer and
took their powerful slum landlord to court. They ended up with fresh paint, an
intercom, a lock on the front door, an elevator that worked, new windows and
mailboxes, a new roof, a new super, and a rebate for a year without services.
“I’m a neighborhood stalker” is the way Mrs. Salgado puts it. “If I see a hydrant
broken, or a street light out, I pick up the phone.”
She is not on Community Board Four, but she goes to meetings—though not
to the meeting John went to—and the people on the board know her, because
when Mrs. Salgado picks up the phone it is usually to call them. She called the
board about John’s statues. She didn’t know John, or that John had made the
neighborhood walls, or that she and John had a Walton Avenue connection,
because Roy Cohn grew up on Walton, back when it was a Jewish street, and
Mrs. Salgado had worked as “head housekeeper” for the family of G. David
Shine, the famous private who helped Cohn put together the “evidence” for
Senator Joseph McCarthy. But she knew she didn’t like the statues. “There are
people who go to school and people who go to work, and then there are the
people we find on the roof,” she says, and she had no doubt that the statues she
saw at the traffic triangle that day were statues of the “roof people.” It was bad
enough to have them on the roof, smoking crack, hanging out, making trouble,
and to have to confront them; Mrs. Salgado didn’t want to look out of her
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window every morning and see them in front of the station, too, on pedestals.
She wanted the police to protect her from people like that. She seemed to
think that if John Ahearn was angry at the police and wanted to confront them,
he should have put his own statue on one of those pedestals. She stood at the
corner that day—a prim black woman in steel-rimmed glasses, a woman of
propriety and grit who had answered an ad forty years ago in Minas Gerais,
and come to America and worked hard and sent four children to college—and
she stopped the traffic. She cornered people on the street and showed them the
bronzes, and asked them, “Isn’t this awful? Who is responsible?” She was
asking them that when John went home to his apartment to pace—he was
trying to figure out what to say to people like Alcina Salgado, and he still
wasn’t sure—and she was there asking them when he came back to the
triangle, two or three hours later.
John walked up to her and said, “I’m John Ahearn, I’m the artist. I want to
talk.” All he knew was that he wanted to get this small, formidable woman
away from the site, to someplace calm, someplace neutral. He took Mrs.
Salgado to Walton Avenue. He showed her his “Back to School” mural on the
wall, gave her his catalogue called “South Bronx Hall of Fame,” asked her what
she wanted. “She wanted college kids,” he says. “She told me, ‘I worked all my
life to raise my kids in the right way,’ and I could get into that. She thought
the bronzes were evil, ugly images. She loved me, but she said, ‘These things
are going to go.’ After two hours’ conversation, those were her parting words!”
That night, John started thinking about Raymond. He decided that Raymond
looked “like Halloween.” In the morning, he got up and went back to the
triangle with a can of epoxy paint and thought some more and then he
repainted Raymond’s face. He gave Raymond a “sweet expression.” He wanted
to make Mrs. Salgado happy. He knew why Raymond scared her. He says he
could get into that—more, anyway, than he could get into the “art people” who
looked at Raymond and said that he was “like a Hopper, staring into the
middle distance.” He wanted Mrs. Salgado to see “the other Raymond” in the
Raymond who, as likely as not, had robbed his apartment two times, the
Raymond who always hung around high, making John and everyone else on
the block nervous. He believed there was something Raymond knew—some
secret, some truth—that he himself might never experience but that a statue he
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painted “right” might capture and even communicate to a woman who was
afraid. He wanted Mrs. Salgado to see that Raymond was “beautiful and
heavy.”
When John talks about that day now, he uses the word “subjective.” He says,
“It’s so subjective,” because there was really no battle at the traffic triangle, no
terrible confrontation. Not many people complained. And the ones who did
complain were angry (or offended or amused), but they weren’t a hostile crowd.
Nobody was demonstrating. Nobody was screaming. John says it was “the art
world against the community,” and when he does he sounds as if he weren’t
part of the argument at all—just someone caught in the crossfire of other
people’s priorities, someone choosing sides, a victim of his own art. He talks
about making people in the South Bronx “happy.” He does not easily admit
that he needs to make them happy, or why he needs to make them happy, but
anyone who really looks at the work he does in the South Bronx knows that
his community—the people he loves and casts—is a wellspring for him, the
source of a remarkable vision. He needs the Bronx because his art is important.
He says, “It’s so subjective. To the art world, my bronzes were serious, ironic.
They had oomph, they were strong. They were an ‘artist’s’ pieces, and they
looked good at the site, but I thought that day, They’ll never look like this
again. I knew that soon they’d look terrible. Bad. Uglier than Mrs. Salgado
said. So I said, ‘Fuck ’em, the art world!’ It’s not my job to be fighting these
conservative progressive people—people like Mrs. Salgado. I respect these
people. It’s not my job to be the punk artist in the neighborhood—like, there’s
a lot going on in my artistic life besides this installation. There’s my concept of
casts in people’s homes—the execution may be shoddy, but to me those casts
are more valuable than a bronze, or a better piece in a collector’s home, and if
I’ve misread my people it means I’ve misread myself and my concept. There’s
my murals. I’m well aware of why art history hates saccharine, sweet things, but
my murals are more important than the bronzes. They’re popular, in a simple,
storybook way, and that’s good, that’s a stronger statement, that’s maybe more
serious, because it’s more collaborative—it draws on the deeper, idealistic life
of the people. What I felt was, I had a choice. I didn’t want trouble. I knew the
news people would be down. Imagine—all these nice ladies crying on
television! I thought, I’m not going to win this. Either I was going to be on
Mrs. Salgado’s side or I was going to be her enemy. I refused that. I went to
sleep that night, and the next morning I woke up and called Linda. I said,
‘We’d better take these bronzes down.’ ”
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John says that after that it was mainly “damage control, with everybody doing
what they could to throw a big wet blanket over the whole thing.” Linda
Blumberg had told him not to be hasty. She wanted to reassure him that the
program supported the bronzes, and supported him, whatever he decided. She
said, “In my experience, the artist knows what works and what doesn’t. It
should be his decision.” John went back to the site with Charlie, who
videotaped the reactions: the woman who thought the pit bull was going to
“pounce on me”; the policemen who drove by taking snapshots and said, “I
don’t believe this! You gotta be kidding!”; the man who said, “This is what
people are going to see on their way to Yankee Stadium?”; and Corey, who said
it was “just like the Bronx, no respect for art.” Tom Finkelpearl hung out at the
triangle for a day and did a “vox pop.” He talked to the people who stopped,
and discovered that half of them weren’t interested in the bronzes at all but
that a lot of the ones who were interested thought the South Bronx bronzes
were “a slap in the community’s face.” Tom told John that he would defend
with his job John’s right to keep those bronzes up, but John said, “It’s in my
best interests to remove them.”
John was less worried then about his bronzes than about what to say to
Raymond and Corey. He was going to have to tell his friends that their images
had been “rejected” by the community. “It was a rough thing,” he says. “I knew
it could be negative.” He talked to Corey first, after his mother’s funeral. It was
at the Mormon Chapel, near Lincoln Center—she had had a deathbed
conversion—and John says the scene at the temple, “with all those black
mourners in the pews and all those grim white elders staring at them from the
pulpit,” was “like a metaphor” for all the misreadings of the past few days.
Corey was grieving, too distracted to take in much of what John told him. But
Raymond took it hard. Toby had been the most important thing in Raymond’s
life—and maybe the only living creature that had loved Raymond without
equivocation—and Raymond had always taken his statue to be about Toby.
When John said that it was coming down, Raymond wanted to organize all
the pit-bull owners in the neighborhood and protest. “I felt bad,” John says.
“I’m close to Raymond. He’s one of my favorite people, and I didn’t like that I
was doing this to him. I tended to put it that they—the establishment—
wanted him down.” What the establishment really wanted was to avoid a
scandal.
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John went down to General Services. He wanted to explain to Arthur Symes
and Claudette LaMelle that “I don’t handle things confrontationally.” Ninety
per cent of his fee was already paid, and he was going to refuse the rest—he
wanted to tell them that. He wanted to talk about what to do with the bronzes,
and how to replace them, and he wanted to ease Linda Blumberg’s mind (she
and Tom were with him) by assuring the people at General Services that the
decision was his, that he was not going to call up ABC or the Times and
complain about censorship, that the story of the South Bronx bronzes was not
going to explode. It was not a very friendly meeting—John mentioned that he
had a “relationship” with Raymond, and Claudette LaMelle told him it must
have been a “sour relationship”—but when Arthur Symes said that John had
given the city “some good stuff, but it’s the wrong stuff,” John tended to agree.
He paid for the movers. He kept his statues safe until the movers came. He
didn’t want the neighbors throwing paint all over the statues—which is what
some people said would happen. He called up Mrs. Salgado to explain. He
didn’t blame anybody. He wasn’t angry. The only time he got angry—it was the
day the bronzes came down—was when a black police officer drove over from
the old 44th Precinct house, on Sedgwick Avenue, and had himself filmed
giving a speech about how horrible the bronzes were and telling the movers
what to do, pretending, in fact, that the movers were there because of him. “It
was some jerk shoring up political points,” John says. “He knew when he came
that the bronzes were going. They were going because of me.”
That day, at the traffic triangle, John had a conversation with Mrs. Salgado’s
daughter. It was not, John says, “the kind of conversation I’m used to in the
neighborhood.” It was more of a downtown conversation, because Angela
Salgado was in many ways more of a downtown person. She had studied at
Sarah Lawrence, and she belonged to the film editors’ union and had worked
on a Martin Scorsese movie and a Woody Allen movie, sponsored by a black
“affirmative action” group called Harlem, Fight Back that was better known for
disrupting sets and overturning catering tables than for getting its members
hired. Angela was angry and articulate. When John met her and heard her talk,
he said, “You scare me, you should be a politician or a professor,” and she said,
“No, I’m going to be an artist. Artists have much more power.” Angela was not
in the best mood to see John’s bronzes. She had just been turned down for a
SoHo apartment that was “available” when her best friend—a white friend,
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from Sutton Place—asked. “I was so saddened and disgusted,” she says. “I got
home and saw those three hideous statues and I said to my mother, ‘I can’t live
in this neighborhood if those statues stay.’ ”
She took on everybody at the site. When Nancy Owens tried to explain what
she had wanted from the space, and talked about triangles, and alluded to
Egyptian forms, Angela said, “Look at what cross-purposes we’re at. You’re
talking about Egypt, and I’m talking about a shiftless fat slob with a boom box,
a junkie with a dog, a mountain of stereotypes.” When John tried to explain
what he had wanted from the statues, and talked about a “challenge to the
police” to deal humanely with the neighborhood, she said the statues were “an
affirmation of the police’s distortions.” She said that the neighborhood needed
to get along with the police, not to confront them with images that scared
them. She said, later, “If not the police, then who’s going to get the people who
rob me or rape me?” She said that the women of the neighborhood,
negotiating their way between the violence and the police, might have been “an
image that means something”—that she saw herself as “that little girl, wedged
between those two vicious guys” on pedestals. She said that those guys were
“the difference between a working-class neighborhood and a ghetto,” that they
were “totems of racism.” She said that John had chosen the South Bronx, that
John had choices—which was “the one thing that most of the people here
don’t have.” She thought that race was the issue. She thought that John was
“condescending and offensive,” because he had come to the site with paint and
lightened Raymond’s face to make him “palatable.”
She liked John’s work. She said later that she thought the work was powerful—
that John had “opened a dialogue that was very inspiring”—but she also
thought that John was “passive aggressive,” and she said, “I don’t let him off.”
Her arguments were sophisticated. Not many people in the neighborhood use
terms like “passive aggressive” to describe John Ahearn, or even know what
“passive aggressive” means. John says that she “knew all about me.” She knew
how fashionable his gallery was, and what a John Ahearn went for, and she was
prepared to use that information in the neighborhood if the bronzes stayed.
She knew that Nancy Owens’ husband was the sculptor Rudolph Serra, and
that Rudolph was Richard Serra’s brother, and that white people who didn’t
like Richard Serra’s “Tilted Arc” had been able, finally, to get it removed. She
follows the art scene in the paper. She read recently that Nancy herself and her
Tribeca neighbors were protesting against a drug-treatment center on their
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street, and now she wants to know why Nancy Owens’ family is “too precious
to live with a center that will transform those people,” while her own family is
not too precious to have to live with those people at their most dangerous. She
says that white people who think of the First Amendment mainly as a way to
“protect the freedom of expression of artists from SoHo” should ask themselves
“What makes Nancy Owens’ a legitimate protest and Angela Salgado’s protest
‘censorship’?”

J

ohn talks a lot lately about the “dignity” of the community. He says
that if his neighbors were invited to Lincoln Center they’d find a way
to rent tuxedos and “put their best image forward”—“they wouldn’t
want Lincoln Center to be a showcase of their private problems, or of
how bad the reality is here, or how much fighting there is in the
neighborhood.” He wants his downtown friends to understand that a statue,
especially a statue other people see, is “another way of trying to look your best.”
He is working hard to please his neighbors. He says that for him the value of
“making art” in the South Bronx is less the art than the “getting close to
people”—or, anyway, close enough so they are ready to spend half an hour
wrapped in hardening plaster, breathing through straws in their nose—and
seeing art make them happy. His famous Bronx walls—the Kelly Street
schoolgirls jumping rope, the families on Fox Street and the families on
Dawson Street, and his own Walton Avenue neighbors—made everybody
happy. The walls were “positive,” he says, though at the time he made them he
worried about their not being “art,” and wondered if maybe they were a little
folkloric. Now he says that thinking about his trouble with the South Bronx
bronzes has convinced him that the “discipline of ‘happy’ is just as important as
the discipline of ‘strong’ or ‘tough,’ ” and maybe even harder to accomplish—
that the casts he makes to please a neighbor are “purer than something with
too much of myself in it, something individual.” His friends in the art world
think that the trouble unhinged him. They worry that he is “sacrificing himself
as an artist,” because from where they stand—in SoHo and Tribeca—his
bronzes were a breakthrough, some of the best work he ever did, while the
walls he likes so much were a “capitulation.” They know his casts for the Fox
Street wall—the wall he called “We Are Family”—had fine painting. Strange
grays; browns lit in impastos of blue and green. They were a composition in
color, not a composition about color—that was what made them family. But it
is not clear that John would make the same wall now, or that “the community”
would let him, either.
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Some of John’s friends want him to come home, by which they mean home to
a couple of square miles of lofts and galleries in lower Manhattan. They
assume, as artists often do, that the perfect therapy for a troubled artist is the
company of other artists, and coffeehouse shoptalk, and a lot of dropping in at
the galleries to make him feel “connected.” They have many theories about
what John Ahearn is doing in the South Bronx. They have a Christian theory
—a “Blessed are the poor for theirs is the kingdom of God” sort of
explanation. They have a guilt theory, because John had a brother—an older
brother—who died at college, inhaling Freon from a balloon, and they say that
John feels guilty about surviving and is in the Bronx punishing himself. They
have a twin theory, because John is close to Charlie, and they think that once
Charlie was married and settled and had his own family John went “looking
for his twin”—in Robert, and in the lost young men in the neighborhood.
They say, sometimes, that even his casts are twins, because every time John
casts a neighbor he is giving that neighbor a mirror of himself. John has heard
all the theories—including the “revisionist” theory, which holds that when
John makes a moving and compassionate statue of a girl who happens to be a
whore embracing her grandmother who happens to be a drug dealer he is
“revising” the block to fit his own sentimental notions of what the block should
be—but John says it is really just a question of home. “This is my preferred life,
better than my old life,” he tells the friends who drive up to Walton Avenue to
see him. “Let’s not forget, I have a clear need to be here.” Sometimes he says
he is “performing a service, living on Walton Avenue,” because, with John
Ahearn on Walton Avenue, the art world gets its Bronx vicariously, and never
has to leave Manhattan. He thinks that the people who said, early on, that he
was doing a lot for the South Bronx should have been saying that he was doing
a lot for the art world, giving rich white people a bridge to the life there, and to
a different kind of vitality.
The market in art is terrible these days. John is lucky to sell one plaster bust a
year, let alone any of his freestanding casts, which have to be reconstructed in
polyadam or fibreglass, and twelve thousand dollars is not enough to keep John
and Robert, whom he supports, in paint and plaster. Last year, they started
travelling. A couple of weeks before the bronzes were installed, a twelve-year
Ahearn-Torres retrospective opened at the Contemporary Arts Museum in
Houston. It went from Houston to Rotterdam and Cincinnati and Honolulu,
and John and Robert went with it, doing a month of site castings in those
three cities, and hoping to make some money. This summer, they went to
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Washington for more casting, and another show. The work was exhausting,
and the trips were disappointing, because no one who wanted a cast had any
money to spend. Brooke Alexander says it might not have mattered if there
had been money: even in good times, John has a real ambivalence about
making money from his art. He has always given away his work in the
neighborhood, or left it on loan in museums that liked it, and he is very
disciplined about “sharing.” Whenever he makes a cast for himself, he
duplicates the face and gives it to his model—which accounts for the fact that
there are John Ahearns hanging all over the South Bronx, next to the plaster
saints from Uncle Raul and the anniversary photographs.
Brooke and John have their own arrangement. Brooke says, “I had to get used
to John standing apart.” He means that the gallery gets its Ahearns when John
Ahearn is ready to part with them, which isn’t often, since John puts most of
his work in a storage warehouse on Jerome Avenue, a couple of blocks from his
apartment, while he figures out where it “belongs.” It’s not that he thinks every
cast belongs in a living room on the block, but he does think every cast is part
of an “engagement.” He says that it has to do with trust—with seeing a kid he
knows carry a piece of sculpture home and hang it, and with the life of that
piece in the kid’s life, with watching the kid grow up, and repairing the piece
for him when he breaks it, and getting to know his family, so the family will
bring its saints from Uncle Raul’s factory over to the studio when they get
broken. It has to do with art in the life of the block. Brooke calls it “John’s
agenda,” and he goes along with it, because John has always been clear that his
commercial life is something very separate from his life as an “itinerant
portrait painter” on Walton Avenue. Brooke says that John agonizes when
those two lives come together at the gallery. He tells a story about John’s first
show—it was in 1983, when the gallery was still on Fifty-seventh Street, and
John was so reluctant to have his South Bronx pieces at a Fifty-seventh Street
gallery that he insisted on showing in July, when most people who buy their art
on Fifty-seventh Street are at the beach. (He said later, “How come no one
bought?”) Brooke says that when John and Robert have a show John worries
much less about the collectors and the critics than about the neighborhood:
Does he invite the neighborhood? What will the neighborhood eat? Will the
neighborhood like the food? What will the neighborhood think when it sees
the Alexanders’ beautiful Wooster Street loft, with its fine paintings and its
sleek furniture? Brooke thinks that John’s “understanding” with the
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neighborhood used to be healthier. It was cut-and-dried—something on the
order of “I do your portrait for you, and then I get to do what I want on the
piece I keep.” Over the years, it has got complicated. It is complicated now.
It may be that John wanted Walton Avenue on his own terms. He wanted art
to ennoble the street, and all the people to be as beautiful and good as a few of
the people were, and with the bronzes reality got in his way. He tried to protect
the neighborhood from the bronzes he had made for it, but he never consulted
the people on the street or called up any of the influential black and Hispanic
people he knew—people like Bill Aguado, who runs the Bronx Council on the
Arts and understood what John was trying to say with the bronzes—to defend
him. He didn’t want arguments in the neighborhood, or confusion in the
neighborhood, or the media coming into the neighborhood and asking poor
people what they thought about a famous white artist spending a hundredthousand-dollar city commission on “negative images.” (“John made an ethical
choice against something, not for something,” one of his friends says. “I think
he’s uncomfortable with the real ambitions lurking inside him.”) The
neighborhood is, if nothing else, realistic about money, having seen so little of
it. The people there who love John, the people who call him “saintly,” might
easily have understood that, after spending five thousand dollars on molds, and
sixty thousand at a foundry, John Ahearn was not really getting rich on them.
John doubts it. He says that the neighborhood simply hasn’t made the
connection between money and art.
Critics have written a lot about the civilizing influence of John’s pieces—about
how much the neighborhood “respects” and “reveres” the pieces, since,
remarkably, they are rarely vandalized or defaced, and are never stolen. John
thinks those critics are fatuous. He is certain that if any of the people who
robbed him over the past twelve years thought they could take a piece of
plaster sculpture to a fence for a couple of dollars, the way they took his radio
and his television, and even his batteries, there wouldn’t be a John Ahearn left
on Walton Avenue. “The bottom line is that a St. Christopher medal worth
four dollars is gone as fast as a battery around here,” he says. “Look around.
Have you counted the VCRs? Where’s the appliances? This place is empty,
there’s nothing that’s for sale, and the cynical bottom line is that life’s tough,
and people steal, and I’m lucky that they haven’t made a material connection
between their poverty and my work.” He says that if the neighbors had started
thinking about a hundred thousand dollars they might well have asked why no
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one built them a basketball court with the money, instead of a Corey with a
bronze basketball tucked under his arm—and not even in the game. Maybe.
The people who hated “Corey” think that John should have consulted the
“community,” but maybe the people who liked “Corey,” and wanted it to stay,
also think that John should have consulted the community.
It all depends on what “the community” means. Bill Aguado says that in the
South Bronx the community too often means the people who see a chance to
get involved and win. The community is politics, and has a very narrow focus
that doesn’t usually have much to do with culture—which is why he thinks
that “if we lose John, who’s committed to the community, to the culture of the
community, we lose more than three statues.” Aguado was sorry to see the
bronzes go, and he doesn’t credit any of the arguments about “stereotypes.” He
says that most arguments about racist stereotypes are racist arguments—that in
the end the people who talk about protecting the community by “controlling
the images” the community sees are much more patronizing and paternalistic
than the John Ahearns who make the images. Aguado’s mother comes from
Puerto Rico, and he has argued with Hispanic friends who thought that John’s
statues were a “slur on the community.” As far as he is concerned, they were “an
accurate portrayal” of the community. “Art is who we are—it’s exactly who we
are,” he likes to say. “Corey and Raymond are ‘life,’ whether you like them or
not, and if we can’t look at life, at what’s real life, how can we get beyond it?
What are our alternatives? Some safe abstract thing? Garibaldi on a horse?
Everybody ‘happy’?”
Aguado often talks about a public sculpture that was commissioned for
another Bronx police station, on Eastchester Road; it was an abstract piece, a
square grid of blue metal sticks, and most of the cops hated it, but one cop
thought it was terrific, and even “correct,” because it would stop a car if
“terrorists” attacked. Aguado says the grid was “safe art”—even correct art—
but he thinks it would be more important to have Raymond, Corey, and
Daleesha in front of a police station than a lot of blue sticks, because people
would look at them and start talking, even arguing, about reality, and maybe
learn that Raymond and Corey were never the problem, that the conditions
that produce a Raymond and a Corey are the problem. He thinks that when
the trouble at the traffic triangle started, the “dialogue” should have started. In
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Japan, you give a piece of public sculpture two hundred years to settle and then
decide if it’s appropriate. In Phoenix now, the rule is five years. In the South
Bronx, people settle their differences, and their scores, faster. They have to.
“I had this idea, Love thine enemy,” John says. “I was going to replace the
bronzes. I was going to donate my time, and work with Robert, and I had
some ideas: ‘service workers’ with kids, a fireman Robert was casting, maybe a
garbage collector and a policeman. Last December, I called Mrs. Salgado for
advice. I thought, Embrace the enemy. Make Mrs. Salgado the first figure of
my new group for the precinct. But when I asked her she started complaining.
I thought, Wait a minute. After all we’ve been through—and you know me—
you’re still complaining. How can I please you? I can never please you. Maybe
you’re always complaining. This is the first time I’m saying anything bad about
her—right? But when I hung up the phone I felt, like, liberated. Like, I love
her, but not as much as the first time.”

L

ast year, Rigoberto Torres moved. He says he had heard it all. The sad
stories. The bravado. The South Bronx attitude. He knew that
Raymond, whatever he had to say about loving dogs, was “numberone difficult,” and that Corey, whatever he said about straightening
out the block with “little talks,” got no respect on the block—that the quiet,
decent people raising children on the block were not impressed by Raymond’s
grief or Corey’s chrome. He had been on the block too long, he says, and even
in the building too long. His parents were still in the building, and one of his
sisters, and the woman he had lived with for eight years, and their children,
and, of course, John. The block had been Robert’s world since he was eleven
years old.
On the block, families like Robert’s are an Old Guard—“the guys from the
past,” Robert calls them. Now the people moving in are Mexicans and
Dominicans and Ecuadorians. Robert says that the block looks great to them.
“They come from almost nothing, they come to this, they want too much too
fast and lose control.” But he does not really understand why the block, the
neighborhood, “the community,” still looks good to someone like John. “John’s
got this thing,” he says. “He likes Raymond, he likes Corey. His best art comes
out of that. But I’ve been through it, I don’t want to see it anymore. The
neighborhood’s tough—it was tough when I grew up—and whether you mess
up or not, it’s inside your head. My father prefers work, my brother prefers a
beer, everybody’s different. But you got to hang on to reality tight here, never
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let the bad happen. You see a friend turning bad. You see it happening in front
of your face, and you use the friend as a mirror. You say, ‘I don’t want to be this
person.’ ” Now there are too many people on the block that Robert doesn’t
want to be. He wants to be himself. He loves “the work of making art.” He
talks about the “amazing materials”—the plaster, the burlap, the Jeltrate and
the K-Y jelly and the Johnson & Johnson fast-setting bandages, and even the
wires and screws—the way John talks about the “deep wells” of Bashira’s eyes.
He says that when he met John he knew immediately that John was doing
exactly what Uncle Raul was doing, that John’s casts were going to be the
images that meant something, the images that people wanted to live with, and
even needed to live. He talks a lot now about having a factory of his own, full
of people “working together, making art.” “I’m used to the Bronx—I know
how the Bronx behaves—but right here I don’t know who I am. I’ve been
working behind John so long I didn’t even see what other people”—the people
who didn’t like the bronzes—“saw. I only saw how we felt about art, and
people. Maybe John thinks I should have seen, should have warned him. I
heard, at the site, ‘We don’t look like that!’ and ‘Who’s this drug dealer?’ and
‘Who’s this fat guy, blasting sound real loud?’ But all I saw was Raymond and
Corey, and I thought, The neighborhood knows these guys. The neighborhood
knows that a drug dealer can be anyone—a sixty-year-old lady, a fourteenyear-old girl.”
When Robert moved, he didn’t give anyone his address—just “the Bronx.” He
dropped out of circulation. He bought himself a portable phone. When John
wants Robert now, he calls and makes an appointment, or he waits for Robert
to appear at the studio, which Robert does nearly every day. All John knows
about Robert’s “other life” is that he lives with a woman, and that they have a
baby, and all Robert says about that life is that they belong to him. He means
not to the block, not to the neighborhood, and not to John. Robert has
disappeared before. He spent two years, all told, in Puerto Rico. He moved
from village to village, casting the people he met, and he made a beautiful
statue of the singer Ruth Fernandez. “It’s not how long you go for,” he likes to
say. “It’s the not telling people where you are, or when you’re coming back.”
Robert wanted to prove that he could make it alone, without John, without the
block, without the Brooke Alexander gallery. And since then he has always felt
“a little strange” on Walton Avenue—as if Walton Avenue weren’t his block
anymore, as if their studio were “John’s place.” John still pays for the studio,
and every month he pays Robert for his help. It is not an arrangement that
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Robert likes. When the income-tax people ask “What exactly do you do?” and
Robert says he’s an artist, they tell him “Robert, you cannot be an artist. Where
are your sales? Where are your receipts?”
Robert does not think “white” and “black,” “downtown” and “uptown,” “Anglo”
and “Hispanic.” He had never heard of political correctness or role models or
positive images before the bronzes. He had never even considered the
possibility that Uncle Raul, who wanted to cash in on Columbus’s birthday,
might be stuck with a couple of dozen huge gilt Columbuses at the end of the
year, because no one was buying Christopher Columbus anymore. As far as
Robert was concerned, the only “incorrectness” John practiced was his smudgy
color. He told John, from the start, “People don’t want too many colors on their
face. Maybe later, but right now they don’t know nothing about art, and we’re
teaching them. And we learn about the community from that. Like, what’s
black, what’s brown? What does it mean?” He thought then that the only real
mistake he and John had made was rushing around the world casting, trying to
show people that “everywhere you go, everyone is suffering”—trying to buy the
time to “work on a Raymond for a few months and produce a lot of beautiful
things for the Bronx.”
Robert thinks now that maybe John romanticized the Bronx, that he never
looked at the people he met on the street as clearly and coolly and skeptically
as he looked at the art-world people downtown. He agrees with John’s friend
Daisy that John embraces everybody he meets in the Bronx “for two months”
and then says, “Help! What am I going to do? Get me out of this!” When John
talks about the “apprentice” they found in a rice-and-beans shop around the
corner—about how poetic he was and how he blew John’s mind, talking about
“what Tintoretto lost when he moved past Titian,” and how “disappointed” in
the apprentice John was when he got mad and nearly killed Raymond—
Robert will say, “He was interesting, but he had problems, he needed a green
card” or “He was interesting, but we didn’t know his family.” When John talks
about the apprentice who lived in a field behind Uncle Raul’s factory, and how
gifted he was—how he could model a figure in action in two days—Robert will
remind him that the kid was “nuts,” and so violent he nearly killed them all.
When John talks about Robert, about how Robert is “not intellectual or art
historical but has the gut impulse and expression of a true modernist,” Robert
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will say, simply, “I’ve been there, I’ve kicked around.” When John talks about
his own fantasy of the Bronx—about belonging to the Bronx—Robert says, “It’s
time to go. I don’t want to live and die here, in this one spot.”

J

ohn wears a dark-blue sweatshirt with a hood, like Raymond’s
sweatshirt, and the same sneakers. But he does not look like a drug
dealer in his sweatshirt and sneakers. He looks like a healthy, goodlooking, blue-eyed downtown artist—which, of course, is what he is.
Raymond, in his sweatshirt, always reminded John of the hooded monks E1
Greco painted. He liked the image so much that he cast Raymond in his hood
and lent him to a gallery in an old convent near Huelva, and everybody who
saw him was moved by his “spiritual” quality. Raymond in Huelva was “site
specific,” the way Raymond on Jerome Avenue was site specific. Only, the sites
were different. Jerome Avenue was a police station, and a statue in front of a
police station does not evoke the same associations, or ironies, as a statue in a
convent.
This fall, there was an essay on John in Artforum. It was about “stereotypes”—
about whether John was guilty of stereotypes, and about why a statue of
Raymond was a stereotype if Wesley Snipes, as a crack lord in “New Jack City,”
was not a stereotype. It was not the sort of essay that the city calls “press.” But
it raised the only important question. What is “wrong” with reality? John’s
pieces are all “real” people. Those people are not models for other characters,
the way Caravaggio’s neighbors were models for Mary Magdalene or St. Paul.
They carry their own history and their own names. One of the few times that
John gave anybody another name was when he cast an addict who was thrown
from a roof in a crack fight. He cast him with a cross around his neck, and his
arms in casts, and his hospital gown pulled down, away from his broken skin,
and called him Lazaro. St. Lazaro is a sufferer, and people in the South Bronx
believe that he suffers for them. Some of those people—people on Walton
Avenue—think that John should have put Lazaro in front of the police station,
not because it is “Lazaro” but because it is beautiful, “something to appreciate.”
They know all about the “real” Lazaro. They know he is not a saint—the same
way people on Fox Street know that Smokey, the man on the wall called “We
Are Family,” is not a saint but a fast-living, philandering local preacher. They
would rather have Smokey on the wall than one of their local politicians—they
call their politicians “poverty pimps.” When they look at Smokey, they don’t
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say “John Ahearn is right in the tradition of George Segal and Duane
Hanson,” the way downtown people do. They say, if they are Hispanic, that
John is right in the santero tradition—in their tradition.
Last week, John delivered a cast of Raymond with his brother Freddy to
Brooke Alexander, where it is lit well and hangs on a clean white wall. It is a
delicate cast. Raymond is above Freddy, cradling his brother in his arms, and
Freddy is reaching up to embrace Raymond. The brothers are smiling, and
Raymond’s eyes are shut tight. It could be said that Raymond looks “happy.”
People who come to the gallery keep returning to the cast. It draws them, and
often they do not know what to say. Sometimes they talk about the painting,
which has nothing to do with the flat tones and surfaces the neighbors on
Walton Avenue like; the painting on “Raymond and Freddy” is expressionistic
and almost violently tender, and it seems to explode from the skeletons
underneath the skin. One man said, “It’s like being in a church in Palermo.”
Another man said, “It’s Gothic—it’s like being in a fifteenth-century German
church.” It looked to one woman like a Deposition; she was moved, and she
said, “It’s Paul receiving Christ.” The cast was about art history, and it was also
about faith, and love, and dying, and Raymond and Freddy, and it doesn’t really
matter if you call that “the Italian tradition” or “the German Gothic tradition”
or “the santero tradition.” John and Robert are the only South Bronx artists
working in that tradition now. It would be nice if some black artists were
working in it, too (and maybe, unlike John, a black artist would have fought to
keep his bronzes), but it would be no more “appropriate”—not if you happen
to believe that an artist can’t accept somebody else’s tradition and make it his
own, make it something new, make it truly “multicultural.”
John likes to play a Naughty by Nature tape about the ghetto. “If you ain’t ever
been to the ghetto, don’t ever come the ghetto, ’cause you wouldn’t understand
the ghetto, so stay the fuck outta the ghetto” is how it goes. The rap reminds
him of black people he used to meet in the sixties, who didn’t want white
freedom riders coming South, demanding to help them, and he says, “I
understand what they’re saying.” It was one of the things he thought about
when he decided that “to stand and fight for the bronzes would be the wrong
thing.” He still wants to replace the bronzes. He says he owes it to himself and
to the neighborhood (and to Mrs. Salgado, who called the community board
last month to say that the traffic triangle was filthy and there was graffiti all
over the empty pedestals). “I still have this fantasy of who I am,” he says. “At
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nineteen, I got a taste of something—my identity as an artist—and it’s still
there. I have a handle on it. It’s so important to me to keep that flame alive.”
Tom Finkelpearl, at Percent for Art, wants John to finish the project; he is
trying to finance it. Luis Cancel, at Cultural Affairs, seems to want him to
finish the project; he is very politic, and talks about “the natural tension
between the vision of the artist and the vision of the patron,” and about “the
pool of people with whom the artist will have a discourse.” The people at
General Services do not want him to finish it: Arthur Symes says, “To be
candid, I don’t think that artist should attempt to do anything else on that
site,” and Claudette LaMelle says, “It’s like a bad marriage where you say ‘Let’s
try again,’ but it won’t work.”

T

he critic Michael Warner, who is gay, white, and often “correct,”
wrote recently that a democratic culture had to involve judgments
“that do not entirely stem from the self-representations of the people
affected.” He said that people—black people or Hispanic people, or,
for that matter, gay people—can represent themselves in ways that are just as
damaging as the ways other people represent them, and that, maybe because of
this, “the difference between oppression and freedom can never be reduced to
the difference between speaking for others and speaking for oneself.” The fact
is that any society in which no one has the right to speak for others, or
represent others—in a congress, in a piece of sculpture, in a poem—is not just
a reduction but a reductio ad absurdum. The categories of representation
become monstrously small. “Black” becomes “black man” and “black woman,”
and then “poor black man” and “poor black woman,” and then “poor black man
or woman from the block”—and then you have no society left, no community,
no “culture.” The people who disapproved of “Raymond” assumed that the real
Raymond was black, whereas Raymond was in fact Puerto Rican, and the
Puerto Ricans in the neighborhood liked his statue. Claudette LaMelle said,
“To advocate for you, I have to ask myself, ‘Have I walked in your shoes?’ ” She
may have thought that, being black, she had walked in Raymond’s shoes, but
she hadn’t—unless you accept the fact that, from the point of view of art or
empathy or compassion, a black woman can walk in a Puerto Rican’s shoes, or
in a Puerto Rican junkie’s shoes, or in the shoes of a Puerto Rican junkie with
AIDS, or in the shoes of any man. It interested Linda Blumberg that nobody
at their meeting had talked about “Americans,” or even “New Yorkers.”
Claudette LaMelle and Arthur Symes called black Americans “AfricanAmericans,” which is currently correct, and Hispanic-Americans “Latinos,”
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which is also currently correct, but Claudette LaMelle referred to the AsianAmericans in New York as “Orientals,” which is not correct at all—it was not a
matter of prejudice, it was a matter of yesterday’s vocabulary.
Jennifer Cutting remarked, after the installation, that if the bronzes had gone
up right away—in 1986—there wouldn’t have been a problem. She meant that
in 1986 the categories were broader. John Ahearn may have been thoughtless
or insensitive or, in his word, “dumb” to put Raymond on a four-foot pedestal.
He may not have thought enough about what pedestals mean in a
neighborhood like the South Bronx, or what bronze means. He may not have
understood that a “monument” to Raymond in the South Bronx, where there
are no monuments to Alcina Salgado, or, indeed, to Martin Luther King,
means something very different from a monument to an Aztec king on the
Paseo de la Reforma. He may not have realized that in the absence of more
“heroic” images in the neighborhood some people were going to object to the
implication that Raymond was the only available image of themselves. He may
have overestimated their irony (or their art history), or underestimated their
shame. But he was not “wrong” to represent Raymond, or to think he had the
right to try. His brother says, “It’s all he’s stood for, all his work has stood for.
He’s lost in the Bronx until those pedestals are filled.”
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